QUIZ: FLORAL DANCE
Can you identify these flowers of garden, hedgerow, fields and woods?
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Found in Flanders’ fields
Reply for a tandem
Preserved product of the dairy herd
Has a vain personality disorder
Teutonic wines for Christmas
Brotherly love or sham fruit
Cowardly baby toy
Sugared little invoice
Summoning to martyr’s shrine
The universe, perhaps
Ring for Scottish alternative to English woodland favourite
Glamorous cook
Its daily action would delight the old Shakers
Vulpine protection
Small vessel for churned curds
The answer is blowing in the wind
Best to avoid jaws of oriental beast
Broken-hearted
Wise king’s marine mammal
Goddess of the rainbow
Sad observer of the dancers
‘That’s for remembrance’
Fictional saviour of Gallic upper classes
Rod too long in old room heater
High hit for young sheep who summarised the Bard
Amphibian’s linseed
Shrinking, perhaps in Devon
Clothes-conscious African monarch
Thrown by Ozzie dame
Sedate little flower of England
Small blooms but right for huge animal
A saxifrage for capital’s self-esteem
Not quite the first woman MP
Honied cousin of a small vegetable
Bloom for a striped carnivore
Sounds like large ovine groups
Hazy romance
Goad for bird that might not be
Reserve supplies
Large blooms for a small water jug
Nocturnal fragrance, bad for addicts
Around an edible sea snail
Hasten but keep within the law
Unintended descent in winter
Sage named for healthy properties
Right for master of this church roll
For beautiful lady but toxic
Small science workshop singes bacon
Named after friendly cetacean, not Greek oracle
Pale reds

